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The mapping of the green tech sector in the STRING re-

gion, stretching from Hamburg to Oslo, aims to provide a 

conceptual understanding of the STRING region’s ambiti-

on to become a megaregion fostered by green tech solu-

tions. The analysis is based on a data-driven mapping and 

provides an overview and detailed insights into the cur-

rent and future development of the green tech sector in 

the STRING region with a focus on strengths, potentials, 

and barriers to overcome to further develop this sector. 

In addition to the mapping of the green tech sector, the 

report includes an analysis of the sector’s strengths and 

potential by comparing the region with the San Francisco 

Bay Area and the Benelux countries, which are competing 

regions within the field of green tech. 

The following definition of the green tech sector is used 

as an overall framework for this analysis, and encom-

passes: “Any business or organisation that develops and 

sells technological solutions that improve the relationship 

between human activity and the natural environment to-

wards sustainability, i.e., through an efficient use of resour-

ces, and reducing pollution or waste from human activity“. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE KEY FINDINGS OF THE MAPPING ARE SUMMARISED BELOW

Green tech companies are located throughout the STRING region, with a higher concentration of jobs in green tech com-

panies around the major cities. The mapping showed several strengths in terms of research and innovation activities in 

the region. Research and innovation activities are primarily located around metropolitan areas, being the Capital Region of 

Denmark, Hamburg, and Oslo-Gothenburg. 

Figure 1. Green tech companies and research and innovation infrastructure in the STRING region

Green tech companies. Data source: Crunchbase and Kompass 

Browsed for more information:

batchgeo.com/map/af5578990f3b28d9d03543e5a8469262

Note: Refer to Section 3 for a deeper description and analysis

Green research and innovation activities. Data source: desk research

Browsed for more information

batchgeo.com/map/c50ea5ea27dbd0818cf2382ac3906990

Note: Refer to Section 3 for a deeper description and analysis

https://batchgeo.com/map/af5578990f3b28d9d03543e5a8469262
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Figure 2. Green tech publications and patents in the STRING region

STRING also has a strong position in the publication of scientific literature in Europe. This position can attract networking, 

cooperation, funding, and knowledge to STRING. It is also a potential for innovation due to the possibilities to commer-

cialise the green solutions and services. The research activities within the green tech industries are an important part of 

establishing a green megaregion in STRING with a solid foundation of knowledge. 

The existing green technologies are a distinct strength for STRING, to position the region as a part of the global green tech 

innovation arena. The number of patented green tech inventions have tripled over 20 years, and when studying a world 

map of the most influential technology centres since 2015, the STRING region stands out, not as the number-one hotspot 

in the world, but as part of the global top-20. Despite its position in top-20, it is also clear that innovation in STRING is 

losing competitive momentum and is at risk of losing the relative strength to the fast-upcoming China and top-regions in 

the USA, Japan, and Korea. Patenting intellectual property has a high priority in China. And state sponsorship is an impor-

tant catalyst behind the rapid increase in Chinese patents that is seen in all key technologies. Furthermore, the amount 

of Chinese companies qualifying for government subsidies upon filing a patent application is increasing. 

Figure 3. Most important green patents since 2015

Green tech publications. Data source: Scopus. The maps online can 
be accessed and browsed for more information: tiny.cc/ubb8tz 
Note: Refer to Section 3 for a deeper description and analysis

Data source: PatSnap. Browse for more information: batchgeo.com/map/0364b8838fe3c5e9b7432a807500e36f
Note: Refer to Section 3 for a deeper description and analysis

Green tech patents. Data source: PatSnap. 
Browsed for more information
batchgeo.com/map/f4bd0b31ec2831cbc035056ed95a7596
Note: Refer to Section 3 for a deeper description and analysis

1

1. tech.newstatesman.com/guest-opinion/china-patent-rates#:~:text=State%20sponsorship%20is%20undoubtedly%20a,upon%20filing%20a%20pa-

tent%20application

http://tiny.cc/ubb8tz
https://batchgeo.com/map/0364b8838fe3c5e9b7432a807500e36f
https://batchgeo.com/map/f4bd0b31ec2831cbc035056ed95a7596
https://tech.newstatesman.com/guest-opinion/china-patent-rates#:~:text=State%20sponsorship%20is%20undoubtedly%20a,upon%20filing%20a%20patent%20application
https://tech.newstatesman.com/guest-opinion/china-patent-rates#:~:text=State%20sponsorship%20is%20undoubtedly%20a,upon%20filing%20a%20patent%20application
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Figure 4 . Investors in green tech in STRING since 2010

STRING primarily receive investments from outside the region. The investments are mainly from Central Europe, the San 

Francisco Bay Area and the Boston-Washington corridor - some of the world’s strongest tech centres, which considerable 

strength green tech in STRING, since the green tech companies and organisations are able to attract green investment 

from outside STRING.

Source: Crunchbase. The maps online can be accessed and browsed for more information: batchgeo.com/map/ca6791bdd3e122b5fee4fcb0d48a72ae
Note: Refer to Section 3 for a deeper description and analysis

A common market, free flow of goods, money, and people are strong asserts in the STRING region, but national borders, 

national networks, and probably personal networks, language, as well as different administrative systems, taxations, and 

regulations, can be barriers to establish a more concerted innovation strategy in STRING. However, it is also a potential 

for innovation. 

https://batchgeo.com/map/ca6791bdd3e122b5fee4fcb0d48a72ae
https://batchgeo.com/map/ca6791bdd3e122b5fee4fcb0d48a72ae
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The existing technology base in STRING provides a 

strong platform, and a potential for further grow-

th - especially if STRING is successful in creating and 

strengthening the existing innovative cross-border 

networks that can draw on knowledge throughout 

STRING and exploit the innovation infrastructure, 

knowledge, and investor interest that already exists. 

The conversion of research knowledge into innovati-

on in companies would be a relevant action area for 

STRING to stimulate its relative strong position in gre-

en tech within science. Patent data and publication 

data cannot be directly compared, but it seems that 

the scientific publications activity is more intense in 

Europe and in STRING than patent activity, when com-

pared to competitors. Patent activity seems to be hig-

her in the US and in Asia. This indicates that countries 

outside the EU are more successful in transforming 

university research into commercial products, i.e., in-

novation. 

The potential to strengthen its green position in 

STRING can be improved by increasing focus on 

cross-border collaboration, especially in private/public 

projects. The public sector (procurements) is an impor-

tant player in the green transition and a major driving 

force for innovating and developing green technolo-

gies in STRING. Cooperation with the public sector is, 

for instance, crucial in the energy sector since ener-

gy suppliers depend on public priorities. Across the 

STRING region, potential in sharing knowledge – on, 

for example, how to embed sustainable standards in 

public procurements – can be improved. 

It is vital that the EU and the public sectors utilise 

the potential in co-financing green projects in STRING. 

Beyond the potential in extended private/public colla-

borations, actors outside the political-administrative 

sphere should be included in the green transition. The 

green impact on project partnerships will increase by 

including many different actors: companies, investors, 

NGOs, and citizens.  

Within STRING, public spending can help create or sup-

port an attractive and sustainable market for green 

tech, which in turn will attract investors. In the tool-

box are green purchasing policies, introducing green 

criteria in public works (energy efficiency, renewable 

materials, upgradeability, etc.), and applying smart te-

chnologies in public services. Also, tools for citizens 

such as setting standards or developing environmen-

tal labelling can help create a market. All of these crea-

te incentives for innovation of solutions and attract 

investors. STRING, as a platform, may have a role in in-

spiring, coordinating, knowledge sharing or developing 

tools among the STRING members. 

BASED ON THE MAIN FINDINGS, FUTURE PROGRESS CAN BE ACHIEVED 
BY FOLLOWING THESE RECOMMENDATIONS:

•

•

•

•

•


